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Advisory board composition in flux, variable on a year-to-year basis

1. Data Management (Ouellet)
   WP specific

2. Observing Systems (Buch)
   General
WP3 – Training of Data Providers

- Positive developments following on comments from SDC Plenary I (2017)
  - Online / remote learning
  - Ressource archiving
  - Participant feedback
  - Non - SDN country participation
- Agreement with future plans
  - Better audio / video
  - Pre-workshop preparation
  - Etc.
WP4 - Communications

- Rest of the world has difficulty grasping the difference between SeaDataNet and EMODnet. Disembiguation paragraph online?
- Use of terms 'SeaDataCloud' (phase) vs. SeaDataNet (name)
WP5 – Metadata and Data Catalogues

- Consider expanding usage of EDMO beyond SeaDataNet
  - EDMO to handle institutional information in IODE OceanExpert? EDMO to be used by OBIS?
  - Dropping / replacing the « E »
- Adding hierarchy within EDMO
  - (university < university department)
- Adding DataCite RINGGOLD / ISNI field(s) to EDMO entries